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Abstract
We investigate crossed products of Cuntz algebras by quasi-free actions of abelian
groups. We prove that our algebras are AF-embeddable when actions satisfy a
certain condition. We also give a necessary and sufﬁcient condition that our algebras
become simple and purely inﬁnite, and consequently our algebras are either purely
inﬁnite or AF-embeddable when they are simple.
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1. Introduction
There had been no examples of simple Cn-algebras which have both a
ﬁnite projection and an inﬁnite one until Rrdam found such a Cn-algebra
recently [R]. However, we have found no examples of such simple Cn-
algebras among nuclear ones, so far.1 Moreover, we have not known
examples of simple nuclear Cn-algebras which are not stably ﬁnite nor
purely inﬁnite. The property ‘stable ﬁniteness’ has recently attracted much
attention in connection with quasi-diagonality and AF-embeddability. It is
easy to see that AF-embeddability implies quasi-diagonality and that quasi-
diagonality implies stable ﬁniteness. It is still open whether or not stable
E-mail address: katsu@ms.u-tokyo.ac.jp.
1After this paper was accepted for publication, M. Rrdam announced that he found such an
example.
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ﬁniteness implies AF-embeddability for nuclear Cn-algebras. On this topic,
there is a nice survey [B3] written by Brown. Since M. Pimsner and D.
Voiculescu showed that the irrational rotation algebras are AF-embeddable
[PV], several authors have studied AF-embeddability of some classes of Cn-
algebras. In particular, we can ﬁnd many papers dealing with AF-
embeddability of crossed products of ﬁnite Cn-algebras, for example,
[Pi1,Pi2,Pu] for those of commutative Cn-algebras, and [B1,B2,V] for those
of AF-algebras. On the other hand, the author has been unable to ﬁnd any
article related to AF-embeddability of crossed products of inﬁnite Cn-
algebras. We remark that it seems more difﬁcult to show AF-embeddability
of crossed products of inﬁnite Cn-algebras by continuous groups than those
of ﬁnite Cn-algebras. For crossed products of ﬁnite Cn-algebras, there is a
method to derive AF-embeddability of crossed products by continuous
groups from the discrete group case by using Green’s imprimitivity theorem
([G], see also [B2]). However, for inﬁnite Cn-algebras, we cannot use this
method because their crossed products by discrete groups are never
embedded into AF-algebras.
In this paper, we will deal with crossed products of Cuntz algebras by
quasi-free actions of abelian groups, whose ideal structures were examined
in our previous paper [Ka]. We will prove the AF-embeddability of our
algebras under a certain condition for actions. To the author’s knowledge,
this is the ﬁrst case to have succeeded in embedding crossed products of
purely inﬁnite Cn-algebras into AF-algebras except trivial cases. We will
also show that our algebras are either purely inﬁnite or AF-embeddable
when they are simple.
This paper is organized as follows. After some preliminaries, we will
show that the crossed products are AF-embeddable when actions satisfy
a certain condition (Theorem 3.8). They were known to be stably ﬁnite
in the case that the group is the real number group R [KK1]. In the case
that the group is compact, this condition is also sufﬁcient for the
crossed products to be AF-embeddable, and moreover the crossed
products become AF-algebras under this condition. For the general setting,
we do not know whether our algebra is AF-embeddable or not when
the action does not satisfy the condition (see Remark 3.10). In Section 4,
we give a necessary and sufﬁcient condition that our algebras become
simple and purely inﬁnite. Combining this characterization with our
result on AF-embeddability, we can easily get the dichotomy which says
that our algebras are either purely inﬁnite or AF-embeddable when
they are simple. In the last section, we will deal with crossed products
of the Cuntz algebra ON; which is generated by inﬁnitely many isometries,
by the same type of actions of abelian groups. We will prove AF-
embeddability of such algebras under a certain condition for actions, and
give a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for such algebras to be simple and
purely inﬁnite which will be shown to be equivalent to the property that they
are simple.
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2. Preliminaries
In this section, we review some results and ﬁx the notation.
For n ¼ 2; 3;y; the Cuntz algebra On is the universal Cn-algebra
generated by n isometries S1; S2;y; Sn; satisfying
Pn
i¼1 SiS
n
i ¼ 1: For
kAN ¼ f0; 1;yg; we deﬁne the set WðkÞn of k-tuples by W
ð0Þ
n ¼ f|g
and
WðkÞn ¼ fði1; i2;y; ikÞ j ijAf1; 2;y; ngg:
We setWn ¼
SN
k¼0 W
ðkÞ
n : For m ¼ ði1; i2;y; ikÞAWn; we denote its length k
by jmj; and set Sm ¼ Si1Si2?SikAOn: Note that j|j ¼ 0; S| ¼ 1: For m ¼
ði1; i2;y; ikÞ; n ¼ ðj1; j2;y; jlÞAWn; we deﬁne their product mnAWn by mn ¼
ði1; i2;y; ik; j1; j2;y; jlÞ:
We ﬁx a locally compact abelian group G whose dual group is denoted by
G which is also a locally compact abelian group. We always use þ for
multiplicative operations of abelian groups except for T; which is the group
of the unit circle in the complex plane C: The pairing of tAG and gAG is
denoted by / t j gSAT:
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let o ¼ ðo1;o2;y;onÞAGn be given. We deﬁne the action
ao : GyOn by
aot ðSiÞ ¼ /t joiSSi ði ¼ 1; 2;y; n; tAGÞ:
This type of action is called quasi-free (see [E] for quasi-free actions on the
Cuntz algebras). Since the abelian group G is amenable, the reduced crossed
product of the action ao : GyOn coincides with the full crossed product of
it. We will denote it by OnsaoG and call it the crossed product. The crossed
product OnsaoG has a Cn-subalgebra C1saoG; which is isomorphic to
C0ðGÞ: Throughout this paper, we always consider C0ðGÞ as a Cn-subalgebra
of OnsaoG; and use f ; g;y for denoting elements of C0ðGÞCOnsaoG: The
Cuntz algebra On is naturally embedded into the multiplier algebra
MðOnsaoGÞ of OnsaoG: For each m ¼ ði1; i2;y; ikÞ in Wn; we deﬁne an
element om of G by om ¼
Pk
j¼1 oij : For g0AG; we deﬁne a (reverse) shift
automorphism sg0 : C0ðGÞ-C0ðGÞ by ðsg0 f ÞðgÞ ¼ f ðgþ g0Þ for fAC0ðGÞ:
Once noting that aot ðSmÞ ¼ /t jomSSm for mAWn; one can easily verify that
fSm ¼ Smsom f for any fAC0ðGÞCOnsaoG and any mAWn: The linear span
of fSm fSnn j m; nAWn; fAC0ðGÞg is dense in OnsaoG (see [Ka]). We denote
by Mk the C
n-algebra of k  k matrices for k ¼ 1; 2;y; and by K the Cn-
algebra of compact operators on the inﬁnite dimensional separable Hilbert
space.
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3. AF-embeddability of OnsaxG
Kishimoto and Kumjian showed that OnsaoR is stably projectionless if
all the oi’s have the same sign by using the KMS-state [KK1, Theorem 4.1].
Thus OnsaoR is stably ﬁnite in this case. In this section, we will show that
OnsaoG becomes AF-embeddable if o satisﬁes a certain condition. This
gives another proof of the stable ﬁniteness of OnsaoR when all the oi’s
have the same sign. More precisely, we will prove that if 	oiefom j mAWng
for any iAf1; 2;y; ng; then OnsaoG is AF-embeddable (Theorem 3.8).
Here we note that fom j mAWng is the closed semigroup generated by
o1;o2;y;on:
Let us take a faithful representation On+BðHÞ for some Hilbert space H :
There exists a canonical embedding OnsaoG+BðH#L2ðGÞÞ: Since L2ðGÞ
is isomorphic to L2ðGÞ via the Fourier transform, we can consider OnsaoG
as a subalgebra of BðH#L2ðGÞÞ: In this setting, an element of
C0ðGÞCOnsaoG acts by multiplication on L2ðGÞ and as identity on H :
Note that the weak closure of C0ðGÞ in BðH#L2ðGÞÞ is LNðGÞ:
Throughout this section, we ﬁx oAGn satisfying 	oiefom j mAWng for
any i: We also ﬁx an open base fUigiAI of G such that for any iAI; Ui is
compact and for any iAI and mAWn; there exists jAI with Uj ¼ Ui 	 om:
Obviously such an open base exists, and we can take countable one when G
satisﬁes the second countability axiom. For each iAI; let us consider
the characteristic function wUi of Ui which is an element of
LNðGÞCBðH#L2ðGÞÞ: Let D0ðGÞ be the Cn-algebra generated by fwUigiAI:
Let us denote by L the directed set of all ﬁnite subsets of I whose order is
deﬁned by the inclusion. For l ¼ fi1; i2;y; ikgAL; the Cn-subalgebra Dl of
D0ðGÞ is deﬁned by the Cn-algebra generated by wUi1 ; wUi2 ;y; wUik: One can
easily verify the following.
Lemma 3.1.
(i) C0ðGÞCD0ðGÞ:
(ii) We can define the shift *-homomorphism som : D0ðGÞ-D0ðGÞ for any
mAWn:
(iii) D0ðGÞ is the inductive limit of DðlÞ:
(iv) D0ðGÞ is an AF-algebra.
Deﬁne a subspace A of BðH#L2ðGÞÞ by
A ¼ spanfSm fSnn j m; nAWn; fAD0ðGÞg:
By Lemma 3.1(ii), A is a Cn-algebra and by Lemma 3.1(i) A contains
OnsaoG: We will show that A is an AF-algebra when 	oiefom j mAWng
for any, iAf1; 2;y; ng: which implies that OnsaoG is AF-embeddable. We
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denote by Al the C
n-algebra generated by fSmwUi S
n
n j m; nAWn; iAlg: It is
easy to see the following.
Lemma 3.2. With the above notation, A is the inductive limit of Al:
By Lemma 3.2, to prove that A is an AF-algebra, it sufﬁces to show that
Al is an AF-algebra for any lAL: Let us take lAL arbitrarily, and ﬁx it. Let
p1; p2;y; pL be minimal projections of Dl and p ¼
PL
l¼1 pl be its unit. Note
that Al is generated by fSmplSnn j m; nAWn; l ¼ 1; 2;y; Lg: Only in the next
lemma, we use directly the assumption that o satisﬁes 	oiefom j mAWng
for every iAf1; 2;y; ng; and this lemma implies all the following lemmas
and the fact that Al is an AF-algebra.
Lemma 3.3. There exists KAN such that pSmp ¼ 0 for any mAWn with jmj > K :
Proof. If we deﬁne a subset U ¼
S
iAl Ui of G; then p is the characteristic
function of U : The closure of U is compact since Ui is compact for any iAl:
To derive a contradiction, assume that for any kAN; there exists mkAWn
such that jmk j > k and pSmk pa0: Then we have S
n
mk
pSmk pa0: Since S
n
mk
pSmk is
the characteristic function of U 	 omk ; there exists gkAðU 	 omk Þ-U : We
have omk ¼ ðgk þ omk Þ 	 gkAU 	 U for any kAN: Since U 	 U is compact,
there exists an increasing subsequence k1; k2;y; km;y of N such that omkm
converges to some element g0AU 	 U when m goes to inﬁnity. By replacing
it by a subsequence of fkmg if necessary, we may assume that the number of
i appearing in mkmAWn does not decrease for i ¼ 1; 2;y; n: Since jmkm j-N
when m-N; there exists i0Af1; 2;y; ng such that the number of i0
appearing in mkm diverges to inﬁnity when m-N: By replacing it by a
subsequence of fkmg if necessary, we may assume that the number of
i0 appearing in mkm increases strictly. Thus, we have omkm 	 omkm	1 	
oi0Afom j mAWng for any mAN: By
lim
m-N
ðomkm 	 omkm	1 	 oi0 Þ ¼ g0 	 g0 	 oi0 ¼ 	oi0 ;
we have 	oi0Afom j mAWng: This is a contradiction. &
We ﬁx a positive integer K satisfying the condition in Lemma 3.3. Before
going further, we remark that Sm fS
n
m and SngS
n
n commute for any m; nAWn
and any f ; gAD0ðGÞ: This fact will be used without further notice. For kAN;
deﬁne a *-endomorphism rk of Al by rkðxÞ ¼
P
mAWðkÞn
SmxS
n
m: Set a
projection q in Al by
q ¼
YK
k¼1
ð1	 rkðpÞÞ
 !
p:
Note that qpp and qp1	 rkðpÞ for k ¼ 1; 2;y; K :
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Lemma 3.4. For any m; nAWn with man; two projections SmqSnm and SnqS
n
n
are orthogonal to each other.
Proof. It sufﬁces to show that qSmq ¼ 0 for any mAWn with ma|: When
1pjmjpK ; since
ð1	 rjmjðpÞÞSmp ¼ ðSm 	 SmpÞp ¼ 0;
we have qSmq ¼ 0: When jmj > K ; pSmp ¼ 0 by Lemma 3.3, so qSmq ¼ 0: &
Denote a set fmAWn j jmjpKg by W:
Lemma 3.5. We have
P
mAW SmqS
n
mp ¼ p:
Proof. For l ¼ 1; 2;y; K ; we have
rlðqÞ ¼
YK
k¼1
ð1	 rlþkðpÞÞ
 !
rlðpÞ:
Since ð1	 rkðpÞÞp ¼ p for k > K by Lemma 3.3, we have
rlðqÞp ¼
YK
k¼lþ1
ð1	 rkðpÞÞ
 !
rlðpÞp:
Hence
X
mAW
SmqS
n
mp ¼
XK
l¼0
rlðqÞp
¼
XK
l¼0
YK
k¼lþ1
ð1	 rkðpÞÞ
 !
rlðpÞp ¼ p: &
Let us deﬁne a projection p0 by p0 ¼ 1	 p ¼ 1	
PL
l¼1 pl where
p1; p2;y; pL are the minimal projections of Dl: Note that p0; p1;y; pL is a
set of mutually orthogonal projections whose sum is 1. Let J0 be a set of all
maps from the setW ¼ fmAWn j jmjpKg to the set f0; 1; 2;y; Lg: For tAJ0;
we deﬁne a projection qtAAl by
qt ¼ q
Y
mAW
SnmptðmÞSm:
Set J ¼ ftAJ0 j qta0g:
Lemma 3.6. ðiÞ fqtgtAJ is a set of mutually orthogonal non-zero projections.
ðiiÞ
P
tAJ qt ¼ q:
ðiiiÞ For mAW; tAJ and lAf1; 2;y; Lg; we have SmqtSnmpl ¼ dtðmÞ;lSmqtS
n
m:
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Proof. (i) If t1at2; then t1ðmÞat2ðmÞ for some mAW: Now qt1qt2 ¼ 0
follows from
ðSnmpt1ðmÞSmÞðS
n
mpt2ðmÞSmÞ ¼ S
n
mSmS
n
mpt1ðmÞpt2ðmÞSm ¼ 0;
since qt1pSnmpt1ðmÞSm and qt2pSnmpt2ðmÞSm:
(ii)
P
tAJ qt ¼
P
tAJ0 qt ¼ q
Q
mAW S
n
mðp0 þ p1 þ?þ pLÞSm ¼ q:
(iii) It follows from the fact that
SmðSnmptðmÞSmÞS
n
mpl ¼ SmS
n
mptðmÞplSmS
n
m ¼ dtðmÞ;lSmðS
n
mptðmÞSmÞS
n
m: &
Proposition 3.7. We have AlD"tAJ K: Hence, Al is an AF-algebra.
Proof. For any t1; t2AJ and m; nAWn with man; we have
ðSmqt1S
n
mÞðSnqt2S
n
n Þ ¼ 0 by Lemma 3.4. Thus, for t1; t2AJ and
m1;m2; n1; n2AWn; we get
ðSm1qt1S
n
n1 ÞðSm2qt2S
n
n2Þ ¼ dn1;m2Sm1qt1qt2S
n
n2
¼ dn1;m2dt1;t2Sm1qt1S
n
n2 :
For any tAJ; the set fSmqtSnn gm;nAWn satisﬁes the relation of matrix units, so
the Cn-algebra generated by fSmqtSnn gm;nAWn is isomorphic to K: For any
two elements t1; t2 in J; the Cn-algebra generated by fSmqt1S
n
n gm;nAWn is
orthogonal to the Cn-algebra generated by fSmqt2S
n
n gm;nAWn : Therefore, the
Cn-algebra generated by fSmqtSnn j m; nAWn; tAJg; is isomorphic to
"tAJ K:
Since qtAAl for any tAJ; the Cn-algebra generated by
fSmqtSnn j m; nAWn; tAJg is contained in Al: Conversely, for l ¼ 1; 2;y; L;
pl ¼ ppl
¼
X
mAW
SmqS
n
mppl ðby Lemma 3:5Þ
¼
X
mAW
Sm
X
tAJ
qt
 !
Snmpl ðby Lemma 3:6ðiiÞÞ
¼
X
mAW;tAJ
SmqtS
n
mpl
¼
X
mAW;tAJ;
s:t: tðmÞ¼l
SmqtS
n
m ðby Lemma 3:6ðiiiÞÞ:
Thus, for any m; nAWn and l ¼ 1; 2;y; L; the element of SmplSnn
is contained in the Cn-algebra generated by fSmqtSnn j m; nAWn; tAJg:
Therefore Al coincides with the C
n-algebra generated by
fSmqtSnn j m; nAWn; tAJg which was proved to be isomorphic to
"tAJ K: &
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Now we can prove the main theorem.
Theorem 3.8. If o satisfies 	oiefom j mAWng for any iAf1; 2;y; ng; then
the crossed product OnsaoG is AF-embeddable.
Proof. The Cn-algebra A is an AF-algebra because it is an inductive limit of
AF-algebras. Since the crossed product OnsaoG is naturally embedded into
A; it is AF-embeddable. &
Proposition 3.9. When G is compact, the following are equivalent:
(i) 	oiefom j mAWng for any iAf1; 2;y; ng:
(ii) The crossed product OnsaoG is stably finite.
(iii) The crossed product OnsaoG is AF-embeddable.
(iv) The crossed product OnsaoG itself is an AF-algebra.
Proof. ðiÞ ) ðivÞ: Note that G is discrete when G is compact. We can take
ffggggAG for an open base fUigiAI: Then the C
n-algebra A which was proved
to be an AF-algebra is OnsaoG itself. Thus, OnsaoG is an AF-algebra.
ðivÞ ) ðiiiÞ ) ðiiÞ: Obvious.
ðiiÞ ) ðiÞ: If there exists iAf1; 2;y; ng such that 	oiAfomjmAWng; then
there exists m0AWn with 	oi ¼ om0 : Hence m ¼ im0AWn satisﬁes jmjX1 and
om ¼ 0: Set u ¼ SmwAOnsaoG where wAC0ðGÞ is the characteristic function
of f0g: We have unu ¼ w and uun ¼ SmwSnm: We get waSmwS
n
m from jmjX1;
and wðSmwSnmÞ ¼ SmwS
n
m from om ¼ 0: Therefore w is an inﬁnite projection.
Thus OnsaoG is not stably ﬁnite. &
Remark 3.10. When G ¼ R; Theorem 3.8 implies that OnsaoR is AF-
embeddable if all the oi’s have the same sign. If there exist i; j such that
oio0ooj ; then OnsaoR has inﬁnite projections hence it is not AF-
embeddable. We do not know whether OnsaoR is AF-embeddable or not if
there exists iAf1; 2; ;y; ng such that oi ¼ 0 and all the other oi’s have the
same sign, though it is not hard to see that it is stably ﬁnite.
4. Pure inﬁniteness of OnsaxG
In this section, we investigate for which oAGn the crossed product
OnsaoG becomes simple and purely inﬁnite. Recall that a simple Cn-
algebra is called purely inﬁnite if any non-zero hereditary subalgebra has an
inﬁnite projection. An element x of a Cn-algebra is called a scaling element if
ðxnxÞðxxnÞ ¼ xxn and xnxaxxn: In [BC], Blackadar and Cuntz showed that
if a simple stable Cn-algebra has a scaling element, then it has an inﬁnite
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projection. One can omit the assumption of stability (Proposition 4.2). To
do so, we need the following standard lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let A be a Cn-algebra, p a projection of A; and a a positive
element of A: If there exist x1; x2;y; xK and y1; y2;y; yK in A with
p 	
XK
k¼1
xkayk



o12;
then there exist z1; z2;y; z2K in A such that
p ¼
X2K
k¼1
znkazk:
In particular, if A is a simple Cn-algebra, p is a projection of A; and a is a
non-zero positive element of A; then there exist x1; x2;y; xK in A such that
p ¼
PK
k¼1 x
n
kaxk:
Proof. See [D, Lemma V.5.4], for example. &
Proposition 4.2. If a Cn-algebra A is simple and has a scaling element, then it
has an infinite projection.
Proof. If A has a scaling element, then A has mutually orthogonal, mutually
equivalent, non-zero projections fpkg
N
k¼1 and a positive element a with apk ¼
pk for any k [BC, Theorem 3.1]. Since A is simple, there exist x1; x2;y; xK
and y1; y2;y; yK in A with
a 	
XK
k¼1
xkp1yk



o12:
Let us set p ¼
P2Kþ1
k¼1 pk; which is a projection. Then we have
p 	
XK
k¼1
xkp1ðykpÞ



 ¼ a 	
XK
k¼1
xkp1yk
 !
p



o12;
since ap ¼ p: Hence, there exist z1; z2;y; z2K in A such that p ¼P2K
k¼1 z
n
kp1zk by Lemma 4.1. For k ¼ 1; 2;y; 2K ; let uk be a partial
isometry with unkuk ¼ p1; uku
n
k ¼ pk: Set z ¼
P2K
k¼1 ukzk: Then we have z
nz ¼P2K
k¼1 z
n
kp1zk ¼ p: Since zz
nð
P2K
k¼1 pkÞ ¼ zz
n; we have zznpP2Kk¼1 pkop:
Therefore p is an inﬁnite projection. &
Kishimoto and Kumjian proved that OnsaoR is simple and purely
inﬁnite if and only if the closed semigroup generated by o1;o2;y;on is R in
[KK2]. We will generalize their result for our setting by using the same
technique as in [KK2]. Namely, we will prove that OnsaoG is simple and
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purely inﬁnite if and only if the closed semigroup generated by o1;o2;y;on
is G: When o satisﬁes G ¼ fom j mAWng; the crossed product OnsaoG is
simple by Kishimoto [Ki, Theorem 4.4] (see also [Ka, Theorem 4.8]). First
we will show that OnsaoG has a scaling element and hence an inﬁnite
projection.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that o satisfies G ¼ fom j mAWng: For any neighbor-
hood U of 0AG and any positive integer K ; there exist K elements
m1;m2;y; mK of Wn such that omkAU for k ¼ 1; 2;y; K and S
n
mk
Sml ¼ dk;l :
Proof. We can ﬁnd K elements n1; n2;y; nK of Wn such that Snnk Snl ¼ dk;l :
For k ¼ 1; 2;y; K ; there exists n0kAWn with on0kAU 	 onk because U 	 onk
is open and fom j mAWng is dense in G: Set mk ¼ nkn
0
k for k ¼ 1; 2;y; K :
Then Snmk Sml ¼ dk;l and omk ¼ onk þ on0kAU for k ¼ 1; 2;y; K : &
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that o satisfies G ¼ fom j mAWng: Let X be a compact
neighborhood of 0AG that differs from G: Then, there exist a positive functions
f1; f2;y; fKAC0ðGÞ; and m1;m2;y; mKAWn satisfying the following condi-
tions:
(i) Snmk Sml ¼ dk;l :
(ii)
PK
k¼1 fkðgÞ ¼ 1 for any gAX :
(iii)
PK
k¼1 fkðg0Þa0; 1 for some g0AG:
(iv) The support of s	omk fk is contained in X for k ¼ 1; 2;y; K :
Proof. Let us choose an open neighborhood U1 of 0 such that the open
neighborhood U ¼ U1 þ U1 of 0 is contained in X ; and then choose an open
neighborhood U2 of 0 such that U2CU1: For any gAG; there exists mAWn
with omAU2 þ g because fom j mAWng is dense in G: ThereforeS
mAWn ðU2 	 omÞ ¼ G: Since X is compact, there exist ﬁnite elements
n1; n2;y; nK of Wn such that
Xk
[K
k¼1
ðU2 	 onk Þ:
By Lemma 4.3, there exists K elements n01; n
0
2;y; n
0
KAWn such that S
n
n0
k
Sn0
l
¼
dk;l and on0
k
AU1 for k ¼ 1; 2;y; K : Set mk ¼ n
0
knk for k ¼ 1; 2;y; K : Then
Snmk Sml ¼ dk;l : For k ¼ 1; 2;y; K ; we get
U2 	 onkCU1 	 onk
CU1 þ U1 	 onk 	 on0k
¼U 	 omk ;
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since U2CU1 and on0
k
AU1: For k ¼ 1; 2;y; K ; let gkAC0ðGÞ be a function
with 0pgkp1 such that gkðgÞ ¼ 1 for gAU2 	 onk and gkðgÞ ¼ 0 for geU 	
omk : Let us choose a continuous positive function F on G satisfying F ðgÞ ¼ 0
for gAX and F ðgÞ ¼ 1 for ge
SK
k¼1 ðU2 	 onk Þ: Then the continuous
function G ¼ F þ
PK
k¼1 gk on G satisﬁes GðgÞX1 for any gAG since
F ; g1; g2;y; gK are positive functions, and F ðgÞ ¼ 1 for ge
SK
k¼1 ðU2 	 onk Þ;
and gkðgÞ ¼ 1 for gAU2 	 onk : Set fk ¼ gk=G for k ¼ 1; 2;y; K : Then for
k ¼ 1; 2;y; K ; the positive function fkAC0ðGÞ satisﬁes fkðgÞ ¼ 0 for any
geU 	 omk : For gAX ; we haveXK
k¼1
fkðgÞ ¼
XK
k¼1
gkðgÞ
GðgÞ
¼
PK
k¼1 gkðgÞ
F ðgÞ þ
PK
k¼1 gkðgÞ
¼ 1:
Since Xk
SK
k¼1 ðU2 	 onk Þ; there exists g0eX that is an element of U2 	
onk0 for some k0Af1; 2;y; Kg: Since U2 	 onk0 is open and X is closed, we
can choose an open set O such that g0AOCU2 	 onk0 and O-X ¼ |: Let us
take a positive function f such that f ðgÞ ¼ 0 for any geO and f ðg0Þ þPK
k¼1 fkðg0Þ is neither 0 nor 1. Then f
0
k0
¼ fk0 þ f still satisﬁes that f
0
k0
ðgÞ ¼ 0
for any geU 	 omk : We denote this new function f
0
k0
by fk0 : Then K
functions f1; f2;y; fK satisfy
PK
k¼1 fkðgÞ ¼ 1 for gAX and
PK
k¼1 fkðg0Þa0; 1:
For k ¼ 1; 2;y; K ; since s	omk fkðgÞ ¼ 0 for any geUCX ; the support of
s	omk fk is contained in X : We get desired elements f1; f2;y; fKAC0ðGÞ and
m1;m2;y; mKAWn: &
Proposition 4.5. If o satisfies that G ¼ fom j mAWng; then OnsaoG has a
scaling element.
Proof. Let X be a compact neighborhood of 0AG that differs from G: Let us
take positive functions f1; f2;y; fKAC0ðGÞ and m1; m2;y;mKAWn that
satisfy the four conditions in Lemma 4.4. Let us deﬁne x ¼PK
k¼1 Smk f
1=2
k AOnsaoG: Since S
n
mk
Sml ¼ dk;l ;
xnx ¼
XK
k;l¼1
f
1=2
k S
n
mk
Sml f
1=2
l ¼
XK
k¼1
fk:
On the other hand,
xxn ¼
XK
k;l¼1
ðSmk f
1=2
k f
1=2
l S
n
ml
Þ ¼
XK
k;l¼1
ððs	omk f
1=2
k Þðs	omk f
1=2
l ÞSmk S
n
ml
Þ:
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Since the support of s	omk f
1=2
k is contained in X for any k ¼ 1; 2;y; K andPK
k¼1 fkðgÞ ¼ 1 for gAX ; we have ðx
nxÞðxxnÞ ¼ xxn:
Finally we show xnxaxxn: If xnx ¼ xxn; then xnx would become a
projection. However, xnx ¼
PK
k¼1 fk is not a projection, since there exists
g0AG with
PK
k¼1 fkðg0Þa0; 1: Thus x is a scaling element. &
Since OnsaoG is simple, it has an inﬁnite projection by Propositions 4.2
and 4.5. To prove that every non-zero hereditary subalgebra of OnsaoG
has an inﬁnite projection, we need the following lemma. In the proof of it,
we use some computations done in [Ka] which is not difﬁcult to see. Let
b : TyOnsaoG be the gauge action deﬁned by btðSm fS
n
n Þ ¼ t
jmj	jnjSm fS
n
n ;
and E be the faithful conditional expectation of OnsaoG deﬁned by EðxÞ ¼R
T
btðxÞ dt where dt is the normalized Haar measure of T:
Lemma 4.6. Let y be a non-zero positive element of OnsaoG given as y ¼PL
l¼1 Sml flS
n
nl : Let C be a positive number with 1=jjEðyÞjjoC2: Then, there
exist aAOnsaoG with jjajjpC and an open set O of G such that anya becomes
an element of C0ðGÞ which is 1 on O:
Proof. Set k ¼ maxfjml j; jnl j j l ¼ 1; 2;y; Lg and
Fk ¼ spanfSm fSnn j m; nAW
ðkÞ
n ; fAC0ðGÞg:
The Cn-algebra Fk is isomorphic to C0ðG;Mnk Þ and we will identify them.
We can see that EðyÞ ¼
P
jml j¼jnl j
Sml flS
n
nl and EðyÞAFk: Set u ¼P
mAWðkÞn
SmS
k
1S2S
n
mAOnCMðOnsaoGÞ: Routine computation shows that u
is an isometry and unyu ¼ sgðEðyÞÞ where g ¼ ko1 þ o2: Hence unyu is a
positive element of Fk whose norm is equal to jjEðyÞjj: One can ﬁnd g0AG
such that the norm of ðunyuÞðg0ÞAMnk is jjEðyÞjj: The C
n-subalgebra
spanfSmSnn j m; nAW
ðkÞ
n g of OnAMðOnsaoGÞ is isomorphic to Mnk and can
be considered as the set of constant functions of CbðG;Mnk ÞDMðFkÞ: Take
an element m in WðkÞn arbitrarily. Then SmS
n
mAMðOnsaoGÞ is a minimal
projection of Mnk : Since u
nyu is positive, ðunyuÞðg0Þ is a positive element of
Mnk : Hence, there exists a partial isometry vAspanfSmSnn j m; nAW
ðkÞ
n g such
that vnv ¼ SmSnm and
ðvnunyuvÞðg0Þ ¼ jjEðyÞjjSmS
n
m:
There exists a function fAC0ðGÞ with vnunyuv ¼ Sm fSnm; because the
projection SmS
n
m is minimal. Since f ðg0Þ ¼ jjEðyÞjj; there exists a positive
function gAC0ðGÞ with jjgjjpC such that fg2AC0ðGÞ is 1 on some open
neighborhood O of g0: If we set a ¼ uvSmgAOnsaoG; then, we get jjajjpC
and anya ¼ gfg becomes an element of C0ðGÞ which is 1 on O: &
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Theorem 4.7. If o satisfies that G ¼ fom j mAWng; then OnsaoG is simple
and purely infinite.
Proof. To prove that OnsaoG is purely inﬁnite, it sufﬁces to show that
there exists an inﬁnite projection in the hereditary subalgebra xðOnsaoGÞx
generated by x for any non-zero positive element xAOnsaoG: Take a non-
zero positive element xAOnsaoG and a sufﬁciently small positive number
e > 0: There exists a positive element y with jjx 	 yjjoe that is a linear
combination of elements of the form Sm fS
n
n : Since jjEðxÞ 	 EðyÞjjpjjx 	
yjjoe; there exists a real number C with 1=jjEðyÞjjoC2 which depends only
on x: By Lemma 4.6, there exist aAOnsaoG with jjajjpC and an open set O
of G such that anya becomes an element of C0ðGÞ which is 1 on O: Take an
open subset O1 of O and a neighborhood O2 of 0AG with O1 þ O2CO: Let h
be a non-zero positive function of C0ðGÞ whose support is contained in O1:
The crossed product OnsaoG has an inﬁnite projection p by Propositions
4.2 and 4.5. Since OnsaoG is simple and p is a projection, there exist
x1; x2;y; xKAOnsaoG satisfying
PK
k¼1 x
n
khxk ¼ p by Lemma 4.1. By
Lemma 4.3, we can choose m1;m2;y;mKAWn such that S
n
mk
Sml ¼ dk;l and
omkAO2 for k ¼ 1; 2;y; K : Set b ¼
PK
k¼1 Smk h
1=2xk: We have
bnb ¼
XK
k;l¼1
xnkh
1
2Snmk Sml h
1
2xl ¼
XK
k¼1
xnkhxk ¼ p:
Since the support of s	omk ðh
1=2Þ is contained in O for k ¼ 1; 2;y; K ; and the
function anyaAC0ðGÞ is 1 on O; we have ðanyaÞb ¼ b: Therefore, we get
bnanyab ¼ p: Thus q ¼ ðy1=2abÞðbnany1=2Þ is an inﬁnite projection because it
is equivalent to the inﬁnite projection p: The hereditary subalgebra
xðOnsaoGÞx has a positive element c ¼ x1=2abbnanx1=2 which is close to
an inﬁnite projection q: If we choose e > 0 so small that jjq 	 cjjo1=2; then
we get a projection q0 ¼ wðcÞ in xðOnsaoGÞx by the functional calculus
where w is a characteristic function of a certain neighborhood of 1. The
projection q0 of xðOnsaoGÞx is inﬁnite since it is close to an inﬁnite
projection q: Therefore, OnsaoG is purely inﬁnite. &
Once noting that OnsaoG is simple if and only if the closed semigroup
generated by o1;o2;y;on and 	oi is equal to G for every i ¼ 1; 2;y; n (see
[Ki, Theorem 4.4] or [Ka, Theorem 4.8]), we have the following corollaries.
Corollary 4.8. The crossed product OnsaoG is either purely infinite or AF-
embeddable when it is simple.
Corollary 4.9. The crossed product OnsaoG is simple and purely infinite if
and only if G ¼ fom j mAWng:
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Remark 4.10. When the group G is compact, crossed products OnsaoG are
graph algebras [KP]. From this fact, one can easily prove Proposition 3.9
and two corollaries above when the group G is compact (see [BPRS], for
example).
Remark 4.11. When the group G is discrete, crossed products OnsaoG are
never AF-embeddable and Corollary 4.8 implies that crossed products
OnsaoG is purely inﬁnite if it is simple. This fact was already proved in
[KK2, Lemma 10].
5. AF-embeddability of ONsaxG
In this section, we deal with crossed products of the Cuntz algebra ON
which is the universal Cn-algebra generated by inﬁnitely many isometries
S1; S2;y satisfying Sni Sj ¼ di;j : Let us denote by WN the set of words
whose letters are f1; 2;yg; which is naturally identiﬁed with
SN
n¼2 Wn: We
can deﬁne an isometry SmAON for mAWN: As in the case of On; we deﬁne
the action ao of the abelian group G on ON by
aot ðSiÞ ¼ / t joi SSi ði ¼ 1; 2;y; tAGÞ
for o ¼ ðo1;o2;yÞAGN: The crossed product ONsaoG has the Cn-
algebra C1saoG which is isomorphic to C0ðGÞ: One can easily see that
fSm ¼ Smsom f for any fAC0ðGÞCONsaoG and any mAWN; and
ONsaoG ¼ spanfSm fSnn j m; nAWN; fAC0ðGÞg:
Proposition 5.1. If oAGN satisfies 	oiefom j mAWnCWNg for any i and
any nAN; then the crossed product ONsaoG is AF-embeddable.
Proof. Fix an open base fUigiAI such that for any iAI; Ui is compact and for
any iAI and mAWN; there exists jAI with Uj ¼ Ui 	 om: Let D0ðGÞ be the
Cn-algebra generated fwUigiAI in L
NðGÞ and deﬁne the Cn-subalgebra A by
BðH#L2ðGÞÞ by
A ¼ spanfSm fSnn j m; nAWN; fAD0ðGÞg:
The crossed product ONsaoG can be embedded into A: For a positive
integer n and a ﬁnite set lCI; we denote by Al;n the Cn-subalgebra of A
generated by
fSmwUi S
n
n j m; nAWnCWN; iAlg:
One can easily see that A ¼ lim-Al;n: Take a positive integer n and a ﬁnite
set lCI and ﬁx them. Since 	oiefom j mAWnCWNg for any i; there exists
KAN such that pSmp ¼ 0 for any mAWnCWN with jmj > K by Lemma 3.3,
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where p is the characteristic function of
S
iAl Ui: Once ﬁxing such an integer
K ; we can deﬁne the projection qAAl;n in the same manner as in Section 3
and prove the same statement as in Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5. Hence as in a
similar way to Proposition 3.7, we can prove that Al;n is isomorphic to a
direct product of ﬁnitely many K: Hence A is an AF-algebra. Since the
crossed product ONsaoG can be embedded into A; it is AF-embed-
dable. &
In the case of On; we have the dichotomy (Corollary 4.8). However in the
case of ON; instead of dichotomy we have the following.
Proposition 5.2. For oAGN; the following are equivalent:
(i) G ¼ fom j mAWNg:
(ii) ONsaoG is simple.
(iii) ONsaoG is simple and purely infinite.
Proof. The equivalence between (i) and (ii) was proved in [Ki]. Obviously
(iii) implies (ii). One can prove implication ðiÞ ) ðiiiÞ in a similar way to
arguments in Section 4, though we need more complicated computations to
prove the proposition corresponding to Lemma 4.6. &
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